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A System For Storing Cathodic Protection Measurement Data 

T.J. Bowman and E.I. Husa 
Lockheed Martin Hanford Company 

Richland,WA 99352 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a custom cathodic protection (CP) database, and discusses how this combination of data structure 
and software improves the ability to analyze cathodic protection. This may be a unique solution to the task of managing 
CP data, and may have value to others. This paper is primarily about the database design, and not about cathodic 
protection, per se. 

Every database project is a balancing act, A developer can create custom software that performs complex operations 
requiring modest operator skills. On the other hand, custom software is expensive to both create and maintain. The 
Hanford CP data system will be used primarily by one person, the CP Engineer. It was concluded that this position could 
be trained to use off-the-shelf, general purpose database to store data, and spreadsheet software to perform analyses. The 
database product allows flexibility in data reporting, and enforces referential integrity. The spreadsheet allows many 
display options. Especially useful are the graphics, This solution entailed minimal computer coding and may lend itself to 
adoption by others. 

The data strncture was designed by a database application developer, with close guidance from the CP engineer. The 
system will require modest amounts of attention from computer support staff, primarily for new query development. The 
data slrnctures are provided in this report, and are available electronically 

Keywords: Cathodic Protection Database, Computer, Polarization, Native Potentials, Test Points, Rectifiers, Anodes, 
Loop, Tap Settings, Access, CP, Excel 



INTRODUCTION 

Lockheed Martin Hanford Company (LMHC) manages cathodic protection systems spreading across miles of the Hanford 
Site, on the dry side of Washington state. Thirty-six (36) rectifiers supply current into 48 anode loops, which in turn serve 
over 1500 buried anodes. Data are taken at the 36 rectifiers and 563 test stations on a regular basis. One of the 
responsibilities of the CP Engineer is following rectifier output trends (voltage and current). Another is determining 
which rectifiers may be contributing to high or low voltage readings at a given test point. Some anode loops have 
overlapping affects on one another, so the association is not always obvious. Data must be stored in such a way that these 
interrelationships can be studied effectively. 

LMHC met these challenges by developing a unique solution to manage these data. This application stores a wide range 
of information about the cathodic protection system and its performance. System requirements have been set, the data 
structure created, and existing data entered. 

The Hanford cathodic protection system (see typical CP arrangement, Figure 1) is composed primarily of: rectifiers, anode 
loops, anodes, protected structures, test points, reference electrodes, and test stations. Baseline measurements of voltage 
and current were recorded and are referred to as “Acceptance Test Procedure” or ATP data. Rectifier performance 
measurements are made bimonthly and on an as-needed basis. Test points are surveyed annually and on an as-needed 
basis. These measurements are all stored in the database, where they can be used for creating reports and plots. 

DISCUSSION 

Process 

Figure 2 describes the work processes that use the CP database. The circles are the processes, and the rectangles are 
participants in those processes. A single-headed arrow means that a participant was consumed (or transformed) in the 
process, a double-headed arrow means it was not. For example, a data sheet is transformed from the ‘unrecorded’ state, to 
the ‘recorded’ state by a process called ‘data entered’. This is performed by the CP Engineer, using the CP database. The 
bold arrows between processes show the flow of time (precedence). 

A normalized data strncture based on a relational data model was used. Fields were included for future use, where data 
was not readily at hand. In the working database, many fields on these records are presently empty. 

Referential Integrity 

Referential Integrity describes a condition where relationships between records remain valid, and that you do not 
accidentally delete information in one table, that may be referenced by a record in another table. A general-purpose 
database product handles referential integrity, without developing computer code in-house. 

Should someone wish to delete a rectitier from the Rectifier Installation table, two possible conditions exist. If there are 
no references to this rectifier in other tables, such as Drawings with Rectifiers, or Anode Loop, then the delete is 
performed directly. If not, then you are given the option of halting the deletion (as it was possibly an error), or having all 
other records with that rectifier which was referenced deleted as well (cascading deletes). Similarly, if one changed the 
ID or name of a rectifier in one table, then all related records are instantly updated with the new name as well. 

Cardinality 

Data tables that are linked by a common field (such as Test Station ID) may be related in one of three ways. Records in 
one table may be related on a one-to-one, or on a one-to-many, or on a many-to-many basis. This relationship is called 
‘cardinality’. It refers to an enforced relationship between data tables. The most common relationship is the one-to-many 
type. It means that the linking field (called a key field) will be unique in one table (no duplicate values) and non-unique in 
the other. These relationships are shown in Figure 3. Each line between tables shows a relationship. A line with a ‘1’ at 
one end, and an I-’ symbol at the other shows that a one-to-many relationship was established by the system developer. 



This is an important key to understanding how these tables are related. For example, there may be several anode loops 
(typically two) associated with a given rectifier. Each reclifier ID is associated with one and only one location (and other 
data). The database software enforces this relationship, so one doesn’t inadvertently re-enter data about an object that 
already exists. 

An example describing the one-to-many relationship follows: the Anode Loop table has fields for a Loop ID, Rectifier ID 
and Comments. Before one can enter a value into the Anode Loop table, such as ‘EN-RECT-23’. for a Rectifier ID, it 
must first exist in the Rectifier Installation table (referential integrity). Furthermore, each table has a ‘key’ field (or 
combination of fields) which makes each record unique (a requirement for proper relational design). The Rectifier ID field 
was selected to be the key field for the Rectifier Installation table. This means there can be only one record in the 
Rectifier Installation table with ‘EN-RECT-23’ as the Rectifier ID value. The combination of Rectifier ID field and Loop 
ID field makes each record unique in the Anode Loop table. This means that one rectifier may have several loops 
associated with it (typically two, at our site). Because there can be more than one enUy in the Anode Loop table with the 
same Rectifier ID field, we say that there exists a one-to-many reletionship between the Anode Loop table and the 
Rectifier Data table. 

Appendix A lists the Anode Loop table and Anodes table data structures (as examples). 



Displaying Data 

There is no end to the number of different ways to present data, both as text and graphically. The system makes it 
convenient to export data to a spreadsheet, thus avoiding the cost of maintaining code to produce special output. Macros 
can be written to automate plot production. 

The fact that the application depends on both a spreadsheet and a database means that this is not a truly integrated 
environment for the user. There may be more than one menu system to navigate, to get the necessary reports and plots 
desired from the system. Microsof? Access 7.0m and Microsof? Excel 5.OW were chosen because of the number of 
adherents (experienced users) these products had at the Hanford site, and because they work together very well. 

Some of the data fields have perhaps unique significance to Hanford, though similar fields may be useful at other sites. 
The Tank Waste Remediation System facility locations, for example, are presently reported using a local reference frame, 
rather than latitude and longitude. 

RESULTS 

Over 5000 records have been entered into the database thus far. The system produces plots such as those shown in 
Figures 4 and 5 .  (These figures include data which show the buildup of anodic polarization, though this is not related to 
the topic of the paper). 

Future Database Output 

International NACE protection criteria can be graphed against polarization values or differences on the underground 
structures to show if the system performance is meeting standards. Polarization values or differences of the structures can 
be plotted against rectifier amperage at varying times to derive useful correlations for rectifier adjustments and to 
understand the time scale for transient and steady-state polarization events. Rectifier amperage plotted against time 
immediately afler system startup will reveal anodic polarization effects. The calculated anode distances from each test 
station will clarify the influence of each anode upon structure polarization. Bimonthly rectifier amperage and voltage 
graphs will show if the rectifier has deteriorated or if system resistance has changed. 

The unique polarization signatures of the test points associated with a particular rectifier can be trended. Voltage drop 
through the soil can be plotted against polarization gain for each structure associated with a particular rectifier. All the 
trends will be systematically graphed for a particular rectifier system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is too early to draw many conclusions from the work done to date. It remains to be seen if this home grown database 
out performs commercial products, in terms of initial cost, maintenance, and operation. 

The normalized data structnre makes it possible to perform the queries identified thus far, plus many more. Other sites with 
CP data may make good use of this data structure, even without populating all the tables at once. Table 1 lists the data tables 
considered to be essential for minimum operation. 

The public may obtain copies of this paper and machine-readable data structure for this system from the Tank Waste 
Remediation System (TWRS) Materials and Corrosion Engineering World Wide Web site at 
htrp~llwww.hanford.govltwrdcorosion (through June 1998). 
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FIGURE 1 CATHODIC PROTECTION ELEMENTS 
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FIGURE 2 PROCESS DESCRIPTION MODEL 



FIGURE 3 ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM 

FIGURE 4 FIRST EXAMPLE OF DATA PLOT (WITH ANODIC POLARIZATION EFFECTS) 
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FIGURE 5 SECOND EXAMPLE OF DATA PLOT (WITH ANODIC POLARIZATION EFFECTS) 
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Field Name 
Lwp ID 
Rectifier ID 
Comments 

Field Name 
Anode ID 
Loop ID 
Rectifier ID 
Date Installed 
NortWSouth Value 
NortWSouth Type 
EasWest  Value 
EasWest  Type 
Drawing Number 
Anode ATP Voltage 
Rectifier ATP Voltage 
Comments 

Final version to include all fables. eih 

APPENDIX A 

ANODE LOOP 
Data Type 
text 
text 
memo 

ANODES 
Data Type 
Text 
Text 
Text 
DatwTime 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
memo 


